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With over three decades in
The scrap and demolition
business, we know blades.
BladeCore offers the highest quality replacement blades
BladeCore
on the market today. Through our experience working
with the designing and manufacturing of mobile shears,
we’ve discovered great success with a specialized material
called Chrome Boron that provides a 20-30% increase in
production over a standard blade.

Peanut Butter and Jelly
When it comes to blades, we know what’s the
best because we’ve tried them. We’ve put in
the time and spent the money to know what
metallurgies are the most effective, which heat
treatment processes are the best, and why.
We’ve spent decades building relationships with
some of the best blade manufacturers in the
world.
Do we sell quality stuff? For sure we do. Ask us,
and we’ll tell you it’s the best out there. The
difference with BladeCore
BladeCore is we’ve listened to our
customers, and they tell us they are looking for
more than just a quality product. They’re looking
to make one phone call to a person they trust
and know that they’re going to be taken care of.
That’s our pledge to our customers.
Quality without premium service and
relationships is like peanut butter without jelly.
We’re out to make the BladeCore
BladeCore experience the
best damn PB & J our customers have ever had.

On select models, we also work with a different type of
material composed of 4% Nickel, which we refer to as the
NiCore™ premium blade series. The nickel content in this
material makes the blade extremely tough. These blades
are yielding an average of 60-80% longer per edge than a
standard blade. This blade performs particularly well in the
hardest of conditions like cable, rebar, and stainless.

NiCore™ blades will redefine blade life expectations
in the scrap metal and demo industries.

blades, bolts, and shims
We are all about blades, and only blades. This
allows us to put our own spin on structural
improvements and design modifications in order
to increase blade life and provide for a more
user-friendly installation. We provide blade kits,
as well as bolt and shim kits, for a variety of
mobile shears including Genesis®, Labounty®,
and Fortress®.
We have many customers who have asked us
to produce blades for their stationary shears
like Sierra®, Copex®, Harris®, Metso®, and
Bonfiglioli®.
Our answer is YES.
We’ll work with you to manufacture blades for
your shear with the blade material best for your
specific application.

“Best service and best blades industry wide”

- Adam A.

Bladecore.net
715-395-5813

info@bladecore.net
155 Main Street, Superior, WI 54480

Bladecore is part of Exodus Global, a family-owned company in Superior, WI.
Exodus Global also includes ShearCore, Connect Work Tools and OilQuickUSA.
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